Why choose John Henry Foster for your compressed air needs? Since 1944, we have been solving problems better than anyone else in the industry; offering an easier way of doing business, more expertise and a personalized experience for every customer. As an employee-owned company, everyone at JHF is dedicated to helping you with your next project.

Increase productivity, quality and accuracy with John Henry Foster’s complete line of automation products and services. From readers, sensors, timers, drives and controls to machine vision systems, we can help. With over 100 years of engineering experience, we will design, test and even install an automated system tailored specifically to your application.

**Automation Devices**
Automate your process with John Henry Foster’s complete line of Datalogic barcode readers and scanners and a wide-variety of Panasonic counters, analog and digital timers and temperature controllers.

**Machine Vision**
Maximize speed, accuracy and repeatability with machine vision components and systems from John Henry Foster. Our comprehensive line of Datalogic smart cameras, vision sensors, processors and software from will help you reduce waste.
Electric Drives and Controls
Let John Henry Foster keep your factory automation systems running with peak efficiency and accuracy. We offer a full line of Bosch Rexroth and Panasonic products that power, drive and control your machines; including: pumps, motors, drives, PLCs, I/O, HMIs, platforms and software. We can supply, service and even custom engineer control systems to automate your success.

Motion and Tension Control
Reduce rejects, increase productivity and heighten production with John Henry Foster’s full-line of motion and tension control products. Count on GAM motion control products and Dover tension control and measurement solutions to increase the reliability of a variety of production processes.

In-Stock Components
With over $8 million of on-the-shelf stock and a convenient, on-site retail store, we have the reliable products and assemblies your next project demands. John Henry Foster has you covered with crucial components available immediately.

Custom-Engineered Systems & Solutions
From value-added assemblies to complete, custom-engineered and integrated systems, JHF can help. Our experienced engineers will work with you and your sales advisor from start to finish — to achieve optimum form, fit and function for your application. We will recommend, design, fabricate and install systems that maximize productivity, efficiency and profitability.